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	Allergic Diseases: Diagnosis and Treatment, 3rd Edition is intended for the “frontline”

	physician who cares for the allergic patient. We have tried, once again, to

	make it as “user friendly” and clinically oriented as possible.





	Our approach to the principles of pathophysiology is intended to allow them

	to be easily applied to the rationale for therapy. The major intent therefore is still

	to help the primary care physician deal with the day-to-day management of the

	allergic patient.





	The arrangement of this text is similar to that of the first edition, with the major

	emphasis being on common allergic diseases and the pharmacologic tools we use

	to control them. To this end two new chapters have been added, one on

	antihistamines and the other on antileukotrienes. In addition, a new chapter has

	been added to help the physician deal with the child who experiences recurrent

	respiratory tract infections.





	Many of the authors, because of the superb job they did with their first

	contributions, have been asked for an encore. However, to keep our approach

	fresh, some of these authors have been asked to write different chapters, and new

	contributors have been solicited.





	Regardless of these changes, the thrust of the text remains the same—to

	disseminate the practical knowledge that we have accumulated in almost 70

	years of practice and teaching in the field of allergy and immunology. As with

	the first and second editions of Allergic Diseases: Diagnosis and Treatment, our

	greatest hope is that the message has been delivered clearly, effectively, and in

	a manner that allows its easy application by the physician caring for those who

	suffer with allergic disease.
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Core CSS: Cascading Style Sheets (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003
The Complete and Comprehensive Web Developer's Guide to Style Sheets

Core CSS, 2nd Edition is a comprehensive guide that shows both beginning and expert Web developers all they need to know to achieve great results with the latest style sheet properties. In this example-rich book, Schengili-Roberts...
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Molecular Markers of Brain Tumor Cells: Implications for Diagnosis, Prognosis and Anti-Neoplastic Biological TherapySpringer, 2004

	Childhood brain tumors are a diverse group of diseases characterized by the abnormal growth of tissue contained within the skull. Other than leukemia and lymphoma, brain tumors are the most common type of neoplasms that occur in children. The leading cause of death from childhood neoplasms among persons up to 19 years is brain tumors. As...
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Plone 3 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010

	Plone is a free and open source content management system built on top of the Zope application server. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and many design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. By providing an overview of multimedia...
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Advanced R Statistical Programming and Data Models: Analysis, Machine Learning, and VisualizationApress, 2019

	
		Carry out a variety of advanced statistical analyses including generalized additive models, mixed effects models, multiple imputation, machine learning, and missing data techniques using R. Each chapter starts with conceptual background information about the techniques, includes multiple examples using R to achieve results, and...
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Everyday Leadership: Getting Results in Business, Politics, and LifeUniversity of Michigan Press, 2007

	?A book that truly speaks to everyone. . . . Always practical, often inspiring, this is more a reference book than a self-improvement text, and a great read for any would-be leader.”

	?Roger Penske, owner of Penske Corporation and Penske Racing


	?Sound, practical advice driven home with real-world examples. . . . This...
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Chemometrics with R: Multivariate Data Analysis in the Natural Sciences and Life Sciences (Use R!)Springer, 2011

	
		This accessible primer on multivariate statistics in the life sciences gives a full description of the general data analysis paradigm, from exploratory analysis to modeling to validation; covers other aspects of chemometrics; and supplies the relevant R code.
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